
Supplementary GEI Questionnaire for FLOW Project

1. Is this an application for the Protocol@Work Summit?

Yes

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

2. Country, Council and Survivor Name

COUNTRY : MADAGASCAR
COUNCIL : CUA
SURVIVOR NAME : RAVAOARIMANANA Marie Augustine

4.
Please answer the question only if you started a new business or improved your existing business because of
the project

 Yes No

Did you start the business because of the project? X  

Did you grow your business because of the project? X  

Did you go into a new area of business because of this project?  X

Did you add new products as a result of the project? X  

Did you hire more staff because of the project? X  

Did you find new markets because of the project?  X

Did you buy small tools such as pots, baskets, cups, knives and forks, hammer, hoe, or spade because
of the project?

X  

Did you buy big items such as fridges, equipment such as a sewing machine, brick maker, washing
machine, plough because of the project?

X  

Did you increase the size of the space you work from as a result of this project (eg through renting a
premises , building a new structure, or adding a room to an existing structure).

 X

Did you open a bank account because of the project? X  

5. After the training, how challenging was it to

 Not challenging Challenging Very challenging

Access finance X   

Access infrastructure like buildings X   

Apply the information you learned X   

Find markets  X  

Keep records of your income and expenditure X   

IT AND COMMUNICATION



6. Did you have or could you do the following before and after the training (please tick the correct ones)

 Before After

Did not have or could not do any X  

Use a computer  X

Have an E Mail address  X

Surf the Internet eg for google   

Have a Facebook account   

Have a Twitter account   

Have a website or space on a website   

8. Please compute your monthly business income after the project (enter 0 if no business).
Amounts must be entered in Rands and should be rounded to the closest whole number (e.g. 1000 OR 10000 OR
10). Do not use any spaces, commas, or points.

Any income generated by the business, eg sales, fares : 4122
Any expenses related to the business, eg cost of inputs, rent, running costs (place a minus sign "-" before the value) : -
2892
Total : 1230

Thank you for your application.
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